**FEATURES**

- Fixed screen designed to be wall-mounted. Mounting fasteners not included.
- Standard black aluminum frame forms attractive 2" (51 mm) border, for a clean, theater-like appearance.
- Screen attaches to the frame without snaps or tools. Viewing surface is perfectly flat for better image quality.
- Includes Z-clip wall mounting brackets for easy installation.

**OPTIONS**

- Vel-Tex finish available. Vel-Tex is a black, velvety textile covering that conceals all trace of joints in the frame and eliminates reflections on the frame.
- Optional Corner Reinforcement Kit required for flown screens or any Clarion with a viewing area 120" (305 cm) or greater (height or width).
- **Viewing Surfaces:** TecVision®, OptiFlex™ (tensioned), CineFlex™ (rear projection) and ClearSound™ (acoustically transparent) families.

**SIZES**

- **Maximum image width** up to 147.9" (375.8 cm) wide
- 16:10 FORMAT: from 67" (170 cm) to 165" (419 cm) diagonal.
- 16:9 FORMAT: from 65" (165 cm) to 161" (409 cm) diagonal.
- 4:3 NTSC/PAL FORMAT: from 72" (183 cm) to 180" (457 cm) diagonal.
- CINEMASCOPE and WIDESCREEN FORMATS available upon request.
- Custom sizes available.
- Clarion is available in custom curved application; please contact Draper for more information.

**WARRANTY**

draperinc.com/warranty.aspx

**US PATENTS**

draperinc.com/legal/patents/

**SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS**

All instructions, technical drawings and other supporting documents are located at: draperinc.com/documents.aspx

**With a truly flat viewing surface, the fixed frame Clarion projection screen features better image quality. The value of a fixed frame is the method used to attach the screen to the frame. Clarion’s screen is stretched behind the bevelled perimeter frame to create a taut viewing surface. This results in better image quality, making it ideal for boardrooms, conference rooms, universities, or home theaters. The black frame forms an attractive border that offers a clean, theater-like appearance. The Clarion is available for custom curved applications; please contact Draper for more information.**